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ABSTRACT

Purpose: Emerging evidence from animal models suggests that intermittent hypoxia due 
to obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a risk factor for breast cancer. Despite their biological 
plausibility, human epidemiological studies have reported con!icting results. Therefore, we 
conducted a meta-analysis to delineate this relationship.
Methods: We searched the PubMed, Embase, Scopus, and Cochrane Library databases for 
eligible studies from inception until June ", #$#%. Two reviewers selected randomized trials 
or observational studies reporting the association between OSA and breast cancer incidence 
compared with those without OSA. Two reviewers extracted relevant data and assessed the 
quality of evidence using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, 
and Evaluation (GRADE) framework and Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS). We pooled the 
maximally covariate-adjusted hazard ratios (HRs) using a random-e&ects inverse variance-
weighted meta-analysis and performed pre-speci'ed subgroup analyses.
Results: We included six studies out of %,($( records, comprising a combined cohort of 
),%"),#$$ patients. All studies used the International Classi'cation of Diseases codes to 
classify OSA and breast cancer. OSA patients had a *"% increased breast cancer risk (HR, 
%.*"; +)% con'dence interval [CI], %.$*–%.,$; N = ", I# = +"%) compared to those without 
OSA. Most studies adjusted for confounders, such as age, sex, obesity, diabetes mellitus, 
alcohol use, and hypertension. Subgroup analyses for studies with (%) multivariate adjustment 
and (#) at least 've years of follow-up yielded HRs of %.*) (+)% CI, $.+,–%.,(; N = ), I# = +"%) 
and %.)( (+)% CI, %.%-–#.%,; N = -; I# = +$%), respectively. One Mendelian randomization 
study suggested a causal relationship, with a two-fold increase in the odds of breast cancer in 
patients with OSA.
Conclusion: This meta-analysis suggested that OSA is a risk factor for breast cancer. Future 
studies should explore the dose-response relationship between OSA and breast cancer, and 
whether treatment may mitigate breast cancer risk or progression.
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INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is the most common malignancy in women worldwide [%]. The global 
incidence of breast cancer has risen steadily at an annual rate of *.%% over the last - decades 
[#]. Early diagnosis of breast cancer is associated with a signi'cantly better prognosis, 
making it important to identify risk factors and screen high-risk individuals at an earlier age 
[*]. Determining the modi'able risks of disease progression may allow intervention and 
secondary prevention, potentially improving survival.

While hypoxia is a central feature of breast cancer carcinogenesis [-], few studies have 
explored how hypoxic diseases such as obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) may in!uence 
the natural course of breast cancer. OSA, the most prevalent form of sleep-disordered 
breathing [)], is characterized by recurrent episodes of hypopnea and apnea during sleep 
["]. Evidence from in vitro and murine studies suggests that hypoxia caused by sleep apnea 
plays a signi'cant role in tumor formation and progression [(]. In particular, OSA has been 
shown to increase the risk of breast cancer metastasis [,]. Although the exact biological 
mechanism linking OSA and breast cancer remains to be discovered, several explanations 
for the development of breast cancer may be considered. This includes a variety of harmful 
mechanisms such as intermittent hypoxia, hypercapnia, increased sympathetic activation, 
and sleep fragmentation [+]. Murine models have shown that activation of the hypoxia 
signalling pathway may result in downstream e&ects that promote angiogenesis and tumor 
growth [+].

Despite biological plausibility, epidemiological associations have been inconsistent. While 
some early studies with adjusted hazards showed a null association between OSA and breast 
cancer [%$,%%], subsequent studies with a subgroup of breast cancer patients demonstrated 
that OSA patients were indeed at a higher risk of breast cancer [%#,%*]. While three meta-
analyses previously investigated the association between OSA and overall cancer incidence 
[%--%"], evidence has shown a di&erential association between OSA and various cancer types 
[%$,%#,%(,%,]. Thus, these meta-analyses may not be representative of the speci'c association 
between OSA and breast cancer. A recent meta-analysis provided data on the association 
between OSA and individual cancer types, including breast cancer.[%+] However, this study 
simply reported the descriptive incidence rate of breast cancer in patients with OSA without 
performing any statistical comparison to those without OSA. In addition, the incidence rates 
were not adjusted for major confounders, such as age and obesity, which are well-known risk 
factors for breast cancer. To date, no meta-analysis has investigated the covariate-adjusted 
association between breast cancer and OSA has been conducted.

Given that breast cancer is the most common malignancy in women, this warrants a speci'c 
investigation of its association with OSA. Therefore, we conducted a systematic review and 
meta-analysis to evaluate the relationship between OSA and breast cancer.

METHODS

This review is composed of an a priori systematic review protocol registered on PROSPERO 
(CRD-#$#%##$,*") and is reported in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for 
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines [#$]. The PRISMA checklist is 
included in Supplementary Table !.
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Search strategy
We searched four databases (PubMed, Embase, Scopus, and Cochrane Library) from 
inception until June ", #$#%, using the following free text search strategy: (sleep apnea OR 
nocturnal hypoxia OR nocturnal hypoxemia) AND cancer AND (incidence OR incident 
OR mortality). “Sleep-disordered breathing” was not used as a search criteria as this is a 
heterogenous umbrella term that includes primary snoring, OSA, central sleep apnea and 
sleep-related hypoventilation syndromes [#%]. A manual search of the relevant bibliographies 
was also performed. “Breast cancer” was not used as a search criteria as this would exclude 
studies which reported overall cancer incidence and only included breast cancer risk as part 
of the subgroup analysis. The full search strategy is detailed in Supplementary Table ".

Study selection
Two authors independently selected potential studies, aided by the data management 
so.ware Rayyan QCRI [##]. The initial screening was based on the title and abstract, 
while the 'nal inclusion was based on full texts where available. We included randomized 
controlled trials or longitudinal studies of adults aged at least %, years, which reported an 
association between sleep apnea and breast cancer incidence, in comparison to healthy 
controls without sleep apnea or nocturnal hypoxemia or with less severe forms of these 
conditions. We accepted the presence or severity of sleep apnea measured by clinical 
diagnosis, such as International Classi'cation of Diseases (ICD) diagnostic codes, as well 
as the presence or severity of nocturnal hypoxemia measured by pulse oximetry or any other 
objective measurements or indices of oxygen saturation, such as sleep duration with arterial 
oxygen saturation < +$% (T+$%). We accepted studies that reported overall cancer incidence 
and incidence by cancer site, including breast cancer. We accepted conference abstracts, 
academic dissertations, and other gray literature as per the protocol that ful'lled the above 
criteria. Case reports, reviews, letters, and non-English publications were excluded.

Data extraction
Data extraction and study quality assessment were independently performed by two authors 
(DYWT and NTKW). Any disagreements were discussed and resolved by a third reviewer. The 
following data were from each article into a standardized extraction spreadsheet template: 
'rst author, year published, study design, setting, country, sample size, percentage male, 
mean/median age, body mass index (BMI), intervention/exposure, outcomes, covariates, 
statistical methods and key 'ndings. All studies that assessed the e&ect of OSA on the risk 
of overall cancer had their hazard ratios (HRs) strati'ed based on cancer type [%$,#*]. The 
relevant HRs for the breast cancer subgroups were then extracted.

Quality assessment
As all included studies were observational, we used the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) to 
evaluate the risk of bias at the study level [#-,#)]. Two authors independently graded studies 
as having a high (< ) stars), moderate ()–( stars), or low (/ , stars) risk of bias according to 
the NOS grading in past reviews, as shown in Supplementary Tables # and $. The quality of 
pooled evidence at the outcome level was evaluated using the Grading of Recommendations 
Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) system, which accounts for statistical 
heterogeneity, publication bias, risk of bias, indirectness, and statistical imprecision, as 
shown in Supplementary Table %.
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Statistical analysis
We found su0cient data in our systematic review to meta-analyze the longitudinal 
associations between baseline OSA measured by ICD implantation and breast cancer 
incidence. Using the generic inverse variance method, we separately pooled the HRs for 
breast cancer incidence as measured by the ICD (presence versus absence of diagnosis). Only 
the study that reported T+$% data was excluded from the statistical analysis, as insu0cient 
studies reported T+$% to conduct any analysis [#"]. We favored maximally covariate-adjusted 
estimates, where available, to minimize errors introduced by confounders, and included one 
study that reported standardized incidence ratios (SIRs) in the pooled analysis [%*,#(], as 
SIRs su0ciently approximate HRs [#,]. We used the random-e&ects model in all analyses to 
account for anticipated heterogeneity in the observational estimates and evaluated the extent 
of between-study heterogeneity using the I# statistic [#+]. For outcomes with signi'cant 
heterogeneity, we performed pre-speci'ed sensitivity analyses that included only studies that 
ful'lled the following characteristics: (%) multivariate adjustment and (#) a median follow-up 
duration of at least 've years. There were insu0cient studies (< %$ per outcome) to assess 
publication bias via visual inspection of funnel plot asymmetry, Egger’s bias, or trim-and-'ll, 
as planned. We conducted all analyses using RevMan (version ).-; Cochrane Collaboration, 
London) in accordance with statistical approaches from the Cochrane Handbook [#)], and 
considered a two-sided p value <$.$) as statistically signi'cant.

RESULTS

Study selection
A PRISMA !ow diagram is shown in Figure !. A literature search of four databases (PubMed, 
Embase, Cochrane, and SCOPUS) retrieved %($) results, and a manual reference search 
yielded # additional studies [#*,*$]. In total,%+( duplicates were excluded. Title and abstract 
screening excluded a further %,-() articles, as they did not report breast cancer incidence, did 
not report HRs or incidence ratios, were inappropriate study types, or pooled breast cancer 
with other comorbidities. The full-text screening excluded #" articles. Nine studies were 
included in this review [%$-%*,#*,#",*%-**].

Diagnosis of OSA and breast cancer
Of the nine studies, seven used the ICD to de'ne OSA [%$-%*,#*,*%,*#], one used T+$% [#"], 
and one used the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) [**]. All studies reported OSA, except for 
those by Chang et al. [*%] and Sillah et al. [%*], which reported sleep apnea. Sillah et al. [%*] 
reported that more than +$% of sleep apnea cases are associated with OSA. One study by 
Huang et al. [%%] relied on self-reported clinically diagnosed OSA and conducted a validation 
study for a random sample of patients to ascertain the veracity of the self-reported diagnoses, 
which revealed that all patients had a clinical diagnosis of OSA based on an objective method. 
Seven studies that used ICD to de'ne OSA also used ICD to de'ne breast cancer cases.

Study characteristics
Among the seven studies using ICD, two by Chang et al. [*%] and Fang et al. [#*] drew from 
the same cohort using the National Health Insurance Research Database of Taiwan. We 
excluded the study by Fang et al. [#*] because of the lower quality of evidence (as determined 
by the NOS score) and adjustment for a smaller number of covariates. Sensitivity analysis, 
excluding either study, did not alter the meta-analysis results. Hence, the meta-analysis 
included six independent observational studies using ICD published between #$%- and #$#$, 
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comprising a total cohort of ),%"),#$$ patients and #(,%*" breast cancer cases, excluding 
those that were not reported [%$-%*,*%,*#]. Of the six studies, two were breast cancer-speci'c, 
while four reported HRs for overall cancer incidence, as well as individual cancer types, 
including breast cancer. Four studies were conducted in the United States, one in Taiwan, and 
one in Korea. One study was prospective [%%], while 've were retrospective [%$,%#,%*,*%,*#]. 
The median follow-up duration ranged from *.-, to , years. All six studies were adjusted 
for age and sex, and most were adjusted for important confounders such as obesity, type # 
diabetes mellitus, alcohol use, and hypertension. One study using T+$% and a Mendelian 
randomization study were included in the systematic review. The baseline characteristics of 
the included studies are presented in Tables ! and ".

Study quality
The studies scored a range of 've to nine using the NOS scale, which corresponds to a low-to-
moderate risk of bias.

Meta-analysis of OSA and breast cancer risk based on ICD
Six studies assessing the relationship between OSA and breast cancer risk were included 
for overall analysis in our meta-analysis [%$-%*,*%,*#]. The combined e&ect estimations 
(HRs) using the random-e&ects model are presented in Figure ". The overall results suggest 
a statistically signi'cant *"% increase in breast cancer risk (combined HR, %.*"; +)% 
con'dence interval [CI], %.$*–%.,$). Statistically signi'cant heterogeneity was found across 
the included studies (I# = +"%, p < $.$$$$%).
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Figure !. Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses flow diagram of study selection.
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Table !. Characteristics of studies included in meta-analysis
Study Study design Sample Setting/country Mean/

median 
age

% 
Male

Covariates Exposure/case definition Median 
follow-up 
duration 

(yr)

Hazard ratio 
(*"% CI)

Newcastle-
Ottawa 

Scale score

Chang et al. 
[(!] #$!%

Retrospective 
matched 
case-control

",$') Administrative 
database
Taiwan

Not 
reported

$ Age, sex, 
monthly income, 
urbanization level, 
geographic region, 
hypertension, 
hyperlipidemia, 
diabetes, alcohol 
use disorder, and 
obesity

ICD-* codes: (#'.#(, 
'&$."!, '&$."(, '&$."'.

" #.$* 
(!.$)–%.!#)

*

Subjects were required 
to have received 
Polysomnography and 
all ICD codes must 
have been assigned 
by pulmonologist, 
otolaryngologist or 
neurologist.

Choi et al. 
[(#] #$!*

Retrospective 
matched 
cohort

#'%,#$! Administrative 
database
Korea

%&.' $ Age, sex, income 
level, diabetes, 
hypertension, 
dyslipidemia

At least one claim under 
ICD-!$ code G%'.(.*

(.' !.# 
(!.$%–!.(*)

'

Gozal et al. 
[!$] #$!)

Retrospective 
matched 
cohort

(,%$&,*$) Administrative 
database
United States

Not 
reported

"$.# Age, sex, 
morbid obesity, 
hypertension, 
type # diabetes, 
ischemic heart 
disease, coronary 
heart failure, 
stroke, cardiac 
arrhythmias, and 
depression

ICD-*-CM codes: (.%& $.*" 
($.*(–$.*&)

&
Obstructive sleep apnea: 
(#'.#(, (#'.#$, (#'.#*, 
'&$."!, '&$."(, '&$."'.
Continuous positive 
airway pressure: E$)$!, 
E$%'$, E$%'!
Includes both Obstructive 
sleep apnea diagnosis 
and Continuous positive 
airway pressure

Huang et al. 
[!!] #$#!

Prospective 
cohort

)",(($ Community-
based
United States

'( $ Age, sex, race/
ethnicity, family 
history of cancer, 
Body Mass Index, 
height, pack-years 
of smoking, alcohol 
drinking, physical 
activity, sleep 
duration, duration 
of hormonal 
therapy use by 
type, history of 
type # diabetes, 
aspirin use, and 
recent physical 
examination

Nurses self-reported 
clinically diagnosed sleep 
apnea.

& !.!
($.*!–!.(()

"

Additional validation 
study conducted; all 
!$& randomly sampled 
nurses were confirmed 
to have diagnosis cased 
on Polysomnography in 
medical records.

Jara et al. 
[!#] #$#$

Retrospective 
matched 
cohort

!,('',#&" Administrative 
database
United States

"".# *% Age, sex, year 
of cohort entry, 
smoking status, 
alcohol use, 
obesity, and Deyo-
modified Charlson 
Comorbidity Index

ICD-*-CM codes: (#'.#$, 
(#'.#(, (#'.#*, '&$."!, 
'&$."(, '&$."', #'&.$(

'.% #.!' 
(!.&(–#."&)

'

To prevent 
misclassification, 
patients were required 
to have a diagnosis 
code in at least ! 
inpatient or # outpatient 
encounters. Subgroup 
analysis conducted 
for Polysomnography 
ICD-* codes preceding 
Obstructive sleep apnea 
ICD-* codes.

Sillah et al. 
[!(] #$!&

Retrospective 
cohort

(%,%$# Clinic-based
United States

"!.) "'.% Age and sex ICD * codes: (#'.#$, 
(#'.#!, (#'.#(, (#'.#', 
(#'.#*, '&$."!, '&$."(, 
and '&$."'.*

".( !.%( 
(!.#"–!.)()

)

CI, confidence interval; ICD, International Classification of Diseases.
*These studies were considered to have not used any ancillary metric to verify ICD codes.
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Subgroup analysis for studies with (!) multi-variate adjustment and (") 
median follow-up duration of at least five years
A subgroup analysis was performed for multi-adjusted studies, as shown in Figure ". The 
study by Sillah et al. [%*] was excluded because the results were adjusted for age and sex. The 
multi-adjusted subgroup showed an equivocal association, with an HR (combined HR, %.*); 
+)% CI, $.+,–%.,() similar to that of the overall analysis.

Subgroup analysis was performed for studies with a median follow-up duration of at least 
've years, as shown in Figure ". Studies with at least 've years of follow-up showed a larger 
signi'cant association (combined HR, %.)(; +)% CI, %.%-–#.%,; I# = +$%, p < $.$$$$%) 
compared to the overall analysis. Conversely, the subgroup with less than 've years of follow-
up showed no association between OSA and breast cancer risk (combined HR, %.$"; +)% CI, 
$.,)–%.*#; I# = +$%; p < $.$$#).

OSA and breast cancer risk based on other measures of OSA
One study that assessed the association between nocturnal hypoxemia measured by T+$% 
and breast cancer incidence was included in our systematic review. Justeau et al. [#"] found 
that patients with mild nocturnal hypoxemia had a signi'cantly elevated risk of breast cancer 
(adjusted HR, #.$-; +)% CI, %.$)–*.+,). However, this association did not hold for those with 
moderate (adjusted HR, %.-$; +)% CI, $."+–#.,() and severe nocturnal hypoxemia (adjusted 
HR, %.%-; +)% CI, $.)$–#.),). No studies have linked other OSA measures, such as AHI and 
oxygen desaturation index (ODI), to breast cancer risk.

OSA and breast cancer mortality based on ICD
One study using ICD reported no association between OSA and breast cancer mortality (HR, 
%.$%; +)% CI, $.,$–%.#() [%$].

Summary of evidence for a causal relationship between OSA and breast 
cancer
A Mendelian randomization study was included in our systematic review [**]. Mendelian 
randomization studies have been suggested as a method to approximate causality and have 
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Table ". Baseline characteristics of studies included in systematic review
Study Study design Sample Setting/country Mean/

median 
age

% Male Covariates Median 
follow-up 
duration 

(yr)

Hazard ratio (*"% CI) Newcastle-
Ottawa 

scale score

Fang et al. 
[#(] #$!"

Retrospective nested 
case-control

#$",#)) Administrative 
database
Taiwan

NR Not 
reported

Age, sex, income, region, 
urbanization, and CCI

!! #.! (!.!)–(.&) &

Gao et al. 
[((] #$#$

Mendelian 
randomization

%,('& Clinic-based
China

NR $ Age, sex, smoking status, 
family history of cancer 
and BMI

NR European population: 
#.%' (!.&)–(.#')

)

Asian population: !.(( 
(!.!(–!."))

Justeau 
et al. [#)] 
#$#$

Prospective cohort &,'%& Clinic-based
France

)! )%." Age, sex, BMI, smoking 
status, alcohol intake, 
diabetes, hypertension, 
medical history of cardiac 
disease and Chronic 
obstructive pulmonary 
disease, marital status, 
type of sleep study, and 
study site

".& Mild OSA: #.$% 
(!.$"–(.*&)

*

Moderate OSA: !.%$ 
($.)*–#.&')
Severe OSA: !.!% 
($."$–#."&)

CI, confidence interval; CCI, Charlson Comorbidity Index; BMI, body mass index; NR, not reported; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea.
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been widely used in other studies linking risk factors to particular outcomes [*-]. Gao et al. 
[**] investigated the e&ect of a genetically determined higher risk of OSA on breast cancer 
risk in two populations. Signi'cant positive associations between genetic risk for OSA 
and breast cancer risk were found in both the European (OR, #.-( for BC risk per log-odds 
increment in OSAS risk; +)% CI, %.,"–*.#() and Asian (OR, %.** for BC risk per log-odds 
increment in OSAS risk; +)% Cl, %.%*–%.)") populations. This study provides a plausible basis 
for the 'ndings of the meta-analysis.
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A
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Figure ". (A) Random-e+ects meta-analyses of the association between obstructive sleep apnea diagnosed 
based on International Classification of Diseases with the incidence of breast cancer and pre-specified subgroup 
analyses for studies with (B) multi-adjustment and (C) median follow-up duration of at least five years. 
Black diamonds are the estimated pooled HR for each meta-analysis; red box sizes reflect the relative weight 
apportioned to studies in the meta-analysis. 
SE = standard error; HR = hazard ratio; CI = confidence interval.
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DISCUSSION

In this meta-analysis of ( studies comprising a combined cohort of ),*($,-"" patients, we 
demonstrated that patients with a prior OSA diagnosis had a *"% increase in breast cancer 
risk a.er multiple adjustments for important confounders. To the best of our knowledge, 
this is the 'rst meta-analysis to comprehensively summarize the evidence regarding the 
association between OSA and breast cancer risk.

In our pre-speci'ed subgroup analyses, the subgroup comprised of studies with follow-up 
duration of more than 've years showed increased breast cancer risk (HR, %.)(; +)% CI, 
%.%-–#.%,) compared to the overall analysis (HR, %.*"; +)% CI, %.$*–%.,$). Of the two studies 
excluded from this subgroup, Gozal et al. [%$]. showed a null association (HR, $.+); +)% CI, 
$.+#–$.+(), while Choi et al. [*#] showed a positive association (HR: %.#; +)%CI:%.$--%.*+). 
For Gozal et al. [%$], despite the large nationwide cohort (*,-$,,+$" patients), the mean 
follow-up duration was *.-, years. In the study by Choi et al. [*#], the median follow-up 
duration was similar at *.( years. We suggest that chronicity (for a moderate period such 
as 've years) may be necessary for OSA to play a role in breast cancer carcinogenesis. This 
may be explained by the need for accumulation of mutations in numerous hypoxia-related 
breast oncogenes over time [*)]. Follow-up duration of approximately three years may not 
provide su0cient time for OSA to exert a signi'cant impact on breast cancer risk, which may 
explain the lower number of incident breast cancer cases and reduced HR in the two studies 
excluded. We chose a median follow-up duration of 've years as an arbitrary cuto& for the 
subgroup analysis, as this was deemed a reasonable period that would also provide for a 
readily available subgroup analysis. The corollary for future research, especially retrospective 
studies, is that the follow-up duration a.er OSA diagnosis should be at least 've years.

The studies included in our meta-analysis only used ICD codes to de'ne OSA cases, without 
strati'cation based on OSA severity. These OSA cases were likely to have been diagnosed 
using standard overnight polysomnography, which would have reported the severity of 
OSA [*"]. However, information on severity is lost, since six out of seven included studies 
are retrospective studies that rely on ICD codes stored in health databases. The ICD codes 
are binary and only indicate the presence or absence of OSA. Hence, we were unable to 
determine the dose-response relationship between OSA and breast cancer risk. While recent 
well-conducted studies using di&erent measures of OSA (AHI, T+$%, and ODI) have shown 
an increased overall cancer risk with greater OSA severity [*(,*,], one study in our systematic 
review did not show the same trend. Justeau et al. [#"] found that mild OSA, as measured 
by T+$%, was more strongly associated with a higher risk of breast cancer than moderate or 
severe OSA. However, the low incidence of breast cancer (less than #$ cases per stratum of 
OSA severity) and large CIs suggest that this study may lack the statistical power to detect any 
associations in the moderate and severe OSA subgroups. Therefore, more studies are needed 
to elucidate the dose-response relationship between OSA and breast cancer risk.

Our meta-analysis 'ndings are supported by a recent well-conducted Mendelian 
randomization study, which we included in our systematic review [**]. The Bradford Hill 
criteria suggest that one key criterion to prove causation is temporality, where exposure 
occurs before the outcome [*+]. However, it is di0cult to establish a relationship between 
OSA and breast cancer, as both are chronic diseases with varying latencies. Mendelian 
randomization studies overcome this challenge by using genetic variants as proxies for 
exposure, such that the variants are associated with the exposure but not the outcome. 
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Because these genetic variants are stable a.er conception, they always precede other 
potential confounders [*-]. This mitigates the generation of reverse causation and 
confounding, which is o.en observed in observational studies [-$], and allows any 
relationship between the genetic variants and the outcome to be interpreted as evidence for 
causality of the exposure on the outcome [*-]. The Mendelian randomization study included 
in the systematic review strongly suggested a causal relationship between OSA and breast 
cancer incidence, with two-fold increased odds of breast cancer in patients with OSA [**].

Although the exact biological mechanism linking OSA and breast cancer remains to be 
discovered, several explanations for the development of breast cancer may be considered. 
Semenza et al. [-%] and Patel et al. [-#] showed that hypoxia causes increased expression of 
hypoxia-inducible factor-% and -# (HIF-% and HIF-#) in cellular and murine models. HIF-% and 
HIF-# are key molecules implicated in the pathogenesis of breast cancer, with over ,$$ direct 
target genes [-*]. HIF is known to stimulate the upregulation and accumulation of pro-
angiogenic factors, such as vascular endothelial growth factor, thus augmenting angiogenesis 
in OSA patients exposed to intermittent hypoxia and allowing for tumor cell proliferation 
[--]. In addition, repetitive episodes of hypoxia seen in OSA patients may modify the tissue 
microenvironment and select for tumor cells that can survive periods of hypoxia. Louie et al. 
[-)] identi'ed a stem-like breast cancer cell subpopulation selected for recurrent hypoxia and 
reoxygenation cycles. The presence of stem-like breast cancer cells may increase the survival 
and proliferation of tumor cells through inde'nite mitosis.

Several studies have suggested a link between hypoxia and a more aggressive cancer 
phenotype. Chen et al. [-"] showed that intermittent hypoxia induces a metastatic phenotype 
by increasing the expression of genes that predict lung metastasis. Rausch et al. [-(] found 
that increased HIF-%Į gene expression in hypoxic adipocytes is associated with a reduction 
in estrogen receptor alpha (ERĮ) gene expression in breast cancer cells, which may result in 
increased tumor progression and poorer prognosis because ERĮ-negative tumors tend to be 
more aggressive and likely to metastasize. However, Campos-Rodriguez et al. [-,] found no 
association between sleep-disordered breathing and breast cancer aggressiveness markers in a 
Spanish population. Furthermore, a study by Gozal et al. [%$] showed no association between 
OSA and breast cancer mortality (HR, %.$%; +)% CI, $.,$–%.#(). Hence, further research is 
required to fully elucidate the relationship between OSA and breast cancer aggressiveness.

We observed statistically signi'cant heterogeneity in our 'ndings (I# = +"%, p < $.$$$$%), 
for which a random-e&ects model and subgroup analysis were unable to correct. Sensitivity 
analysis showed that exclusion of any of the seven studies in the meta-analysis did not 
signi'cantly change the heterogeneity.

There were several potential sources of heterogeneity. First, some of the heterogeneity 
may be attributed to the insu0cient sensitivity and speci'city of ICD codes in de'ning 
OSA cases [-+], resulting in varying degrees of selection bias across studies. Five of the 
seven included studies used other ancillary metrics in addition to ICD codes to de'ne OSA 
patients, such as the use of parallel national registries and endorsement by a clinician (Table 
!). Second, the studies were adjusted for di&erent types and number of confounders. Third, 
the use of ICD codes indicating only the presence or absence of OSA and breast cancer did 
not comprehensively re!ect the heterogeneity present in either disease. OSA is known to 
have a diverse phenotype and clinical presentation, while breast cancer comprises various 
histological subgroups with varying latencies and prognoses.
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While it is theoretically possible to study the e&ect of OSA on speci'c breast cancer subtypes 
using ICD codes, in practice, it may be di0cult to draw an association because the sample 
size for each breast cancer subtype is likely to be extremely small, given the rarity of some 
subtypes. Therefore, despite the high heterogeneity based on the GRADE framework, we are 
moderately con'dent that the results of this meta-analysis are close to the true e&ect.

Given the numerous risk factors associated with breast cancer, there is a need to consider 
the potential confounding variables prevalent in patients with both OSA and breast cancer. 
The independent risk factors for the development of breast cancer and OSA include obesity, 
smoking, age, and sex. These risk factors are known to lead to earlier onset and more severe 
manifestations of OSA. Intriguingly, a recent study on sex di&erences in OSA revealed that 
women exhibited stronger associations with diabetes, hypertension, age, BMI, and alcohol 
use than men, making it important to consider these factors as potential confounders 
leading to breast cancer, which predominantly a&ects women [)$]. However, most of the 
included studies adjusted for these confounders as covariates, thus mitigating their e&ects.

The strengths of our study lie in its systematic methodology, inclusion of studies from a 
diverse range of ethnicities, and adjustment for several important confounders that make our 
'ndings more generalizable. All seven studies in the meta-analysis also achieved a NOS score 
of at least 've, indicating a moderate-to-low risk of bias.

Nonetheless, our 'ndings should be interpreted with consideration of their limitations. 
First, the present study only showed an association between OSA and breast cancer risk. It is 
unclear whether the treatment of OSA using current methods, such as continuous positive 
airway pressure therapy, is su0cient to reduce the subsequent risk of breast cancer. Second, 
six out of seven studies in the meta-analysis were retrospective in nature, making them prone 
to misclassi'cation bias. Prospective studies have provided a strong evidence base. Third, 
due to the limitations of the primary studies, we were unable to explore potential di&erential 
associations between OSA and breast cancer based on sex or menopausal status. Thus, this 
meta-analysis may be updated in the next decade when new prospective studies reporting sex 
di&erences and menopause status are available.

In this meta-analysis of seven studies comprising a combined cohort of ),*($,-"" patients, 
we demonstrated that patients with a prior OSA diagnosis had a *"% increase in breast 
cancer risk a.er multiple adjustments for important confounders. When limited to studies 
with longer follow-up periods, studies with at least 've years of follow-up showed an even 
larger signi'cant association. Further studies with long follow-up periods speci'c to breast 
cancer are needed to elucidate a possible dose-response relationship and to ascertain whether 
OSA treatment may reduce the incidence of breast cancer.
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